Abstract-The conduction phase of the plasma erosion opening switch (PEOS) is studied using a 12-D electromagnetic two-fluid code. The focus of this work is on understanding how two effects, a current-limiting model of electron emission, and the magnetic insulation of electrons at the cathode, determine current conduction in the plasma. Simulations are performed in the parameter regimes of the Gamble I, POP, and PBFA II pulsed power generators, and previous low-density, shortrise time simulations of the PEOS. Fluid code results are compared to a 1-D analytic theory and to the Gamble I and POP experiments. Good agreement between theory and simulation, but mixed agreement between simulation and experiment is found. Experimental B-field measurements on POP show weaker j x B compression than the simulation. Current penetration and plasma current channels qualitatively similar to experimental observation are found in the Gamble I regime. However, magnetic insulation of electrons emitted from the cathode bunches the electron flow into narrower current channels than observed experimentally. In several cases, the presence of an electronscattering or energy-loss mechanism near the cathode must be invoked to overcome magnetic insulation and widen the current channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PLASMA erosion opening switch (PEOS) is used in inductive storage applications [1] as a means of energy storage and power compression as well as prepulse suppression and rise-time sharpening. The switch plasma conducts the current supplied by the generator for a period of time (the "conduction phase") during which the energy is stored inductively in the vacuum transmission line between the generator and the plasma. A typical switch configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . At a predetermined current level [2] , the plasma ceases to act as a low-impedance short to ground and current is rapidly diverted to the load (the "opening phase"). During the conduction period, no voltage or current is present at the load, but during the opening phase the current delivered to the load rises swiftly to values approaching the generator current. Voltages more than twice the ideal matched load voltage have been inductively produced at the load due to the rapid switching [3] . This inductive storage/PEOS technique thus modifies the output of the generator to deliver a similar current, higher voltage, and shorter duration pulse to the load.
At the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), experiments
Manuscript received June 1, 1987 ; revised August 7, 1987. On POP and Gamble I, extensive diagnostic measurements and detailed experimental tests demonstrate that a large volume of the plasma is engaged in the current conduction process [4] , [6] . Switch behavior during conduction is consistent with an analytical model [7] which assumes that the process is controlled by space-chargelimited emission at the cathode. The total current carried by the plasma at the end of the conduction period can be predicted by assuming that the current density emitted by the cathode is limited to the bipolar space-charge value. The conduction phase of the switch ends, and the opening phase begins, when current reaches the load end of the plasma. The opening process can be successfully modeled by assuming that a gap forms at the cathode and grows until the emitted electrons become magnetically insulated and flow toward the load. The radial opening of the gap is driven by an erosion process that accelerates ions toward the cathode faster than they are supplied by the plasma source. Theoretical work on the PEOS has included analytical models of its behavior and numerical simulations of the switch. Two main approaches used in the computational work have been particle-in-cell (PIC) methods [8] , [9] and fluid techniques. The PIC simulations have generally been limited for numerical reasons to the low-density regime, nO . 4 x 102 cm-3 , and short current rise times, T < 20 ns. In addition, they suffer from numerical heating effects that may mask some of the interesting physical processes. Fluid methods, on the other hand, can be employed in the higher density, longer current rise time regimes associated with most pulsed power generators. Two-dimensional fluid codes [1 0] , [ 1] are currently being used to study the full operation of the switch and the effects of anomalous resistivity on its behavior. In this and the previous paper [12] , the scope of research is limited to I-D modeling of the conduction phase of the PEOS with a view to understanding how magnetic insulation of electrons near the cathode, j x B acceleration, and a current-limiting model based on space-charge-limited emission all determine plasma current conduction. A 1:-D electromagnetic two-fluid code', "SPAM," is used in this paper rather than the 1-D self-similar analytic treatment employed in [12] . Two-dimensional relativistic electron orbits are calculated in both approaches, where electrons are injected into the electromagnetic fields derived in the fluid calculations. These test electrons are assumed to be emitted from the cathode surface with zero energy and to be accelerated across a radial sheath _near the cathode. A description of the behavior of this sheath is beyond the 1-D capabilities of the present fluid code (which neglects all radial variations). However, it is assumed that the sheath width is smaller than the gyroradii of the emitted electrons and that the potential drop across the sheath is equal to the local plasma potential. Electrons that return to the cathode are assumed to be specularly reflected at the cathode in the present model of magnetic insulation effects at the cathode. However, the possibility of electrons being randomly scattered is also briefly considered in Section III.
Since the code cannot properly treat the 2-D behavior of the cathode sheath, electron emission physics is modeled by requiring the radial electron current density Jex to be less than or equal to the bipolar limit ibp. The fluid equations can then accelerate the electron fluid to jbp, but not higher. Maxwell's equations determine the self-consistent electric and magnetic fields from sources derived from this "restrained fluid" description.
The techniques described here relax several assumptions used in the self-similar approach of [12] . The following assumptions apply in the present work.
a) The "radial" current density jex in the current channel is not constant, but can depend on space and time.
b) The velocity Vf at which the current channel penetrates the plasma is not necessarily a constant, but is determined by the need to carry the instantaneous current under the constraint that jex < ibp. c) Fluid and field variables do not evolve self-similarly, but are independent functions of space and time.
d) The plasma is not forced to be quasi-neutral. While the present approach relaxes some of the assumptions of the self-similar method, the fluid code shares several of its limitations. These are that the cathode sheath physics is only artificially modeled and that pressure effects are ignored (the ion and electron fluids are cold). The first approximation is discussed in both papers, the second is addressed in the previous paper.
With these caveats in mind, the techniques described above will be applied to the following four configurations: Gamble I and POP, where a good deal of experimental data exists; the PIC regime, where results can be compared with work done using the 2-D PIC code "MASK" [7] ; and, finally, PBFA II [13] as an important application of PEOS technology. Results 
where e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light, E0
is the free-space permittivity, and Zi is the ion charge state. These eight equations, together with appropriate boundary conditions, are used to calculate the eight dependent variables of the system. The x component of the ion fluid momentum only affects the emission model since the VxiBy term is usually negligible in (4) (the ion gyroradius is typically larger than system dimensions). While the ion density evolves in accordance with the ion fluid equations, the x component of the ion velocity is assumed to be constant, Vxi = -VD.
Current is introduced into the system by an "antenna" current drive jext, This time-varying current exists at one specified mesh location in the vacuum region on the generator side of the plasma. The plane wave transmission coefficient TC of the left (z1) and right (Zr) ends of the system can be set to any predefined value, allowing these boundaries to act as conducting walls (1Ti = 0), open circuits (TC = 2), perfectly transmissive boundaries (TC = 1), or an arbitrary impedance load. Initial conditions for the electric and magnetic fields in (6) and (7) are zero.
The condition Ez(zr, t) = 0 is used in (8), consistent with the assumption that the net charge in the plasma is zero.
In (1) and (4) Left to the next section are more detailed examinations of the code's results and comparisons with theory and experimental observations. SPAM is used to examine the conduction phase of the PEOS in parameter regimes not accessible to our previous PIC simulations because of difficulties experienced by these codes in handling high densities (n 2 1013 cm-3), and long rise times ( > 20 ns). It is also run in the shortrise time (5-10 ns) low-density (1012 cm-3) regime to compare with PIC results. Four main fluid simulations will be discussed in this paper. The essential features of these are shown in Table I , where the maximum magnetic fields, rise times, and axial lengths of the plasmas are tabulated. Also shown are the ion densities, charge states, and atomic weights for the various cases. In all cases except PIC, the magnetic field rises sinusoidally (roughly as in experiment) to its maximum value in the rise time indicated. In the PIC regime the field rises linearly. The actual experiments operate in cylindrical geometry, while the code is Cartesian. For this reason, the maximum magnetic fields have been chosen to approximate the magnetic fields experienced at the cathode in the various experiments. For example, the PIC regime corresponds to current rising to 100 kA in 5 ns, with cathode radius r, = 2.5 cm. The equivalent maximum currents and radii for the four cases are shown in Table I . It will be seen in the POP and PBFA II cases that the simulations break down before the maximum currents are reached. This is because of the FCT algorithm's difficulty in treating cases of high hydrodynamic compression or steep density gradients. The simulations using experimental parameters have the plasma initially flowing at VD = 7 cm/,us in the negative x direction. This is a good approximation of the velocity produced by the experimental plasma sources during switch operation. In the PIC regime, the flow velocity is 185 cm/tts, a value close to the 180 cm/as used in the actual PIC simulations. In each case, the plasma density is chosen so that the flux nVD is large enough that the plasma can conduct its maximum current in a bipolar spacecharge-limited fashion before opening [7] (see (9)). The high VD is required in the PIC case to provide adequate flux to supply bipolar current with low-density protons.
The following are the main conclusions reached by the present investigation. a) Magnetic and electric fields penetrate deeply into the body of the plasma. b) Axial hydrodynamic compression of the plasma is produced by j x B acceleration. The degree of compression can be modeled using a 1-D analytic fluid analysis of the ion hydrodynamics. Compression is especially evident in the POP and PBFA II simulations, where the plasma density at the "back," or generator side, of the plasma bunches to high levels ( > 2 no) early in the current pulse.
c) Without magnetic insulation effects, current is ex- e) It is found that in all cases except PIC, the plasma remains quasi-neutral (An/n z 10-3). In the PIC regime, An/n = 0.5.
The fluid code's performance is analyzed using a theoretical framework based on a reduced set of fluid equations:
which are equivalent to (4) and (5) except that the VXB.
term is ignored as negligible compared to Ez, and the subscript "i" is dropped for brevity. Now assuming that the current is carried predominantly radially and by the E, x By drift of electrons, we can write I = -Zen,VEXB = ZenE1/B, (12) where ] is the radial electron current density. Substituting for Ez, ( a&t Zaz/ (13) Note that quasi-neutrality (ne = n) is assumed in (12) and hence in (13) . The displacement current and the ion contribution to the radial current density in (7) are usually small compared to the electron current density, and we can write dB a= -z oJ (14) If it is assumed that all variables dependent on space and time are functions only of u = Vft -z (where Vf is the velocity of the front of the current channel and assumed constant in this analysis), then (10)- (14) 
Mn a
Since the cathode is at zero potential, the plasma potential of (17) must be dropped across a sheath at the cathode. Test electrons are assumed to be accelerated across this cathode sheath and injected with energies equal to the plasma potential. Next, we assume that the electron current density is bipolar space-charge limited, so that j = ibp, where ibp iS defined in (9). Substituting j into (14) and using (15) In the next section, the density and potential derived above will be compared to those found in the code. It is worthwhile to emphasize again that there are significant differences between the assumptions built into the analytic and the fluid approaches. Most of these have already been stated in the Introduction. One of the important differences is that the electron current density j cannot be described as solely a function of u in the code. It is only afterj has reached its limiting value that it becomes proportional to the background ion density n, at which point j can be considered a function of u to the same extent that n is also. The analytic method assumes that initially the plasma density is uniform and that the plasma has sharp boundaries. The fluid code, on the other hand, cannot deal with an idealized plasma having large density gradients, so the plasma must be given a density profile in z that has the density dropping slowly to zero at the plasma boundaries. This boundary plasma contributes to the current and participates in the j x B acceleration of the plasma; the net effect being that the plasma density cannot, in its entirety, be described by n = n (u). It is also because of this boundary plasma that the front velocity is not a constant in time. However, it is found that the portion of the plasma between the plasma density peak and front of the current channel is in substantial agreement with the self-similar treatment. Although the density peak is not really the back of the plasma, it will be treated as such for purposes of comparison with theory. We therefore define zp to be the position of the density maximum. We also define Zf to be the position of the current channel front.
A few other definitions will be useful for analyzing the fluid code results and the orbits of the test electrons. These orbits are calculated after injecting the electrons normally into the fields derived by the fluid code with initial energy This injection velocity is assumed in our analysis to be the velocity of the emitted electrons after they are accelerated across the cathode sheath potential given by (17).
The condition that x (t) > 0 for all t or that the orbits never return to the cathode determnines the critical velocity v( 00) for any given injection angle 0o. If electrons are injected at higher speeds, they will be magnetically insulated. The critical velocity is determined from (20). For a given 6, the largest k is found so that electrons remain off the cathode. The solution is the root of the equation g (k) = k sin 6-k2-+ 2 + 6 -cos 1(-1/k) = .
(27
The results are shown in Fig. 2 
Electrons are injected normally into the system initially, but if they return to the cathode, the angle of incidence Oi (as measured from the positive z axis) will lie anywhere in the interval 0 < Oi < 7r/2 because the drift is away from the cathode. The energy of the returning electron is less than its initial energy because it has been decelerated in the Ez field as it moves toward the load. On impact with the cathode, the test electrons in the orbit calculations are specularly reflected and reinjected into the system at an angle that is no longer normal. In fact, they are reinjected at larger and larger angles each time they return to the cathode because of their positive drift. The critical velocity v, is very sensitive to the electron injection angle, so after a few bounces along the cathode, the typical electron is reinjected at a large enough angle to allow it to lift off ( vi,j c v, ( 0 )). This process of changing injection angles over successive bounces at the cathode is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The curves in Fig. 3 According to Fig. 3 , an electron injected with 00 = 7r/2 and ,3n = 13.0 would return to the cathode with angle Oi = 0.4ir. It is then specularly reflected and reinjected at angle 00 = (7r -Oi) = 0.6X. It next returns to the cathode with Oi = 0.247r. When it is reinjected at 00 = 0.767r, its velocity is below the critical lift-off value (see Fig. 2 
The analytical results developed in this section will be compared to simulation results in the next section.
IV. RESULTS OF THE CODE
The results of the fluid code are described with the Gamble I case used as the prototypical example. Of all the simulations based on experiment, it alone is able to complete the numerical calculation to the end of the current pulse. The PBFA II simulation breaks down after 25 ns of the 50-ns rise time, while the POP simulation accurately treats only the first 90 ns of its 400-ns rise time. As explained earlier, the breakdown occurs when the density gradients become too large for the FCT algorithm to handle. Fig. 4 shows successive plots of the ion density as it evolves in time for the Gamble I regime. The figure demonstrates a factor of 1.4 density buildup (nmax/no = 1.4) at the end of the conduction phase t = 40 ns. During this buildup, the length of the plasma has been reduced about 17 percent. In Fig. 5 [12] , where it is shown that iterating leads to 1-2-cm-wide channels that are three to seven times narrower than those observed in experiment.
On the other hand, it is possible that in the actual PEOS experiments, certain instabilities or other sources of turbulence may be present near the cathode which allow electrons to lift off earlier than expected from the present analysis. The net result would be to bring the orbit and fluid channels closer together. In Fig. 8 , the orbits of electrons with their injection energies halved are shown. Comparing these channels with those of electrons injected at full energy (Fig. 7) , we find that the widths have been increased by about 50 percent. This result can be understood from the spirit of Figs. 2 and 3. Let us examine the leftmost particle launched at t = 10 ns with full ( Fig. 7) and then half (Fig. 8) of the local plasma potential. The two electrons are launched in the normal direction (0 = w/2) with 3,, = 26.6 and an = 20.6, respectively. Following the vertical lines drawn on Fig. 3 , we find that the electrons should make five restrikes when 13 largely to the nonrelativistic assumption built into the analysis. Other assumptions, such as uniform and constant fields play a minor role in the Gamble I regime, but may be important in other regimes. Scattering can also have an important effect, especially for a particle in a region where its 00 curve has a large slope in Fig. 3 . For example, an electron injected normally with fln = 13 in Fig. 3 is near the large slope region of the 40 = 0.5w curve. Because of its E x B drift, such an electron would ordinarily return to the cathode with angle Oi = 0.4wr, but if it is scattered so that its equivalent injection angle is greater than 0.68wr, then it would never return to the cathode (see Fig. 2 ).
It would be useful at this point to generalize the results obtained so far for the Gamble I regime. The current channel is determined by two effects, j x B compression and the magnetic insulation of the emitted electrons. The compression moves the plasma back toward the load and thereby reduces the length of the emission region. Electrons emitted from this reduced region may be magnetically insulated before lifting off, resulting in even further narrowing of the channel. In the Gamble I regime, j x B is not large, but magnetic insulation effects are important. The relative importance of these effects in other regimes may be pre-dicted from the analysis in the previous section. From (28), magnetic insulation should be important for ,Bn >> 5.6. On the other hand, according to (15) (and subject to the assumptions built into the self-similar treatment), j x B compression is-important when the magnetic field experienced by the plasma is close to the value* B0
given by (18). In Table III , the maximum value of /3, and the ratio of the largest magnetic field in the plasma to B0 are listed for the four regimes. Note that, subject to the assumptions of the~self-similar analysis, 3,,n can be 711 0kl Turning now toj x B compression, Table III predicts that it is important in PBFA II, POP, and PIC, while unimportant in the Gamble I regime. All of these results are in agreement with simulations except that compression is not as important in the PIC regime as the self-similar analysis predicts because some of the assumptions of that treatment are violated (e.g., quasi-neutrality).
In Table IV , several analytically derived quantities are compared to similar quantities obtained in the code. These variables are defined in the legend of Table IV . Comparing the analytic and simulation values of the potential 4, the compression factor n/no, and the front-to-back length up, we find very good agreement. Any differences are attributed to such considerations as the smooth axial density profile and the space-and time-dependent nature of the radial current density that resist a self-similar description of the code's performance.
Under the columns headed by "channels" in Table IV, a comparison is made between the current channel widths obtained from the fluid code ("fluid channels") and the current channel widths obtained from observing the orbits of test electrons injected into the electromagnetic fields derived in the fluid code ("orbit channels"). The two numbers in each column describe the position in centimeters of the back and the front of the current channel.
In general, we find that a set of electrons injected in a region along the cathode defined by the fluid channel will coalesce into a smaller orbit channel. As predicted in Table III, the reduction of channel width between the fluid and orbit channels is most evident in the Gamble I and PBFA II regimes where Oln is large. In the same "channels" column of Table IV , changes in the fluid channel back reflectj x B compression. While the most dramatic changes appear to occur in the Gamble I regime, this is because the PBFA II and POP cases were overcome with hydrocompression before they could complete their runs, and only a fraction of the full run is shown.
In the POP and PIC regimes, early lift-off (and good agreement between the fluid and orbit channels) occurs because of the low ratio of fi,. As seen in Fig. 2 , the maximum ratio allowed for lift-off with normal injection is fi = 5.6. With fi, = 2.9 in PIC, it would be expected that electrons could never return to the cathode and therefore that the fluid and orbit channels should coincide. However, there are small differences in the channel widths later in time (see Table IV ) because electrons actually restrike once. The reason for the discrepancy is that the analysis underlying Figs. 2 and 3 is nonrelativistic, and does not properly treat cases where electrons are injected at relativistic velocities.
The Gamble I and POP cases discussed above are now compared to experiment. The magnetic field penetration observed experimentally in Gamble I is qualitatively well reproduced in the fluid simulation. Fluid current channels about 22 cm wide are predicted by the code, while 15-cm-wide channels are observed experimentally in a 30-cm plasma switch. However, orbit channels for electrons injected at the full plasma potential are about 8 cm wide. These orbits are calculated in fields derived by the fluid code with 22-cm-wide current channels. The inconsistency can be resolved by iterating the process, using fields based on the orbit channels to integrate the orbits. This iteration process is performed in the previous paper [121, where it is found that the channels are about 1-2 cm wide in the Gamble I regime. In Fig. 2) will effectively widen the current channel.
Agreement between the POP simulation and experiment with regard to current channel widths is somewhat poor. The predicted j x B compression appears to be much higher (producing channels no wider than 3 cm) than observed in experiment, where channel widths of approximately 8 cm are reported. One explanation is that there is a large amount of axial ion momentum loss as they are The PIC regime fluid simulations show current channels about 3-4 cm wide and orbit channels about 2.5-3 cm wide. In the actual PIC simulation using MASK, the current channel behavior is strongly two dimensional in nature with channel widths of about 1-1.5 cm. An interesting similarity exists between MASK particle orbits and those found in the present code. In both cases we find that many electrons execute orbits that are largely radial with small cyclotron velocity compared to drift velocity. Such orbits are expected because injection velocities in the PIC regime are not much larger than VEX B (see (29) and the inequality of (30)).
V. CONCLUSIONS
The primary motivation for this work has been to understand two features of the experimental PEOS observations: current and field penetration, and the effects of j x B compression and magnetic insulation on current channel width. To this end, a 12-D electromagnetic twofluid code has been developed in which an important 2-D effect, cathode emission physics, is modeled by limiting the radial electron current density that can be driven by the fluid equations. In addition, the orbits are found of test electrons injected into the electromagnetic fields with energies related to the local plasma potential. These orbits give useful information about magnetic insulation of electrons at the cathode and current channel widths of emitted electrons. Four simulations have been run and an analytic theory developed to test the simulations against experimental results and theoretical predictions. Current channel widths are determined by a combination of j x B and magnetic insulation effects. These assume different relative importance in the various regimes considered. POP and PBFA II simulations show strong compression, while PIC and Gamble I experience little compression. Magnetic insulation is very evident in Gamble I and PBFA II, while electrons lift off easily in the PIC and POP simulations. In these and other aspects, very good agreement is found between the theoretical results based on (15)-(28), and the fluid simulations. However, only mixed success has been achieved in the ability of the simulations to reproduce experimental observations. The simulations show current and field penetration qualitatively similar to that observed in experiment, but channel widths and j x B acceleration effects are not always faithfully reproduced unless additional effects are invoked. In the Gamble I simulation, j x B acceleration is a small effect in both code results and experiment, but magnetic insulation is an important effect and reduces the effective current channel width in the present model. An iteration process, in which fields consistent with the orbit current channels are used to integrate the orbits, is described in [12] and leads to channels about 1-2 cm wide.
Actual channels found in experiment are three to seven times wider (5-15 cm). Orbit channels can be made wider if an energy loss or scattering mechanism due to anomalous collisions exists near the cathode. When the energies of emitted electrons are reduced by 50 percent, orbit channels are increased from 8 to 13 cm in width. Although consistent with experiment, channels found by invoking the 50-percent energy loss are still not consistent with the 22-cm channels found by the fluid code. It is speculated that a combination of the iteration process, energy loss, and/or scattering would give orbit channels that are both analytically self-consistent and consistent with experiment. On this note, it would be useful to emphasize once again that the magnetic insulation effects described above are dependent on a model in which electrons returning to the cathode are specularly reflected. In an actual experiment, several effects may occur at the cathode to scatter the electrons randomly, such as anomalous collisions, or classical collisions in a high-density stagnated plasma near the cathode. The sensitivity of electron magnetic insulation to collisional effects has been noted in Section III. Such collisional effects could result in larger channels widths than found using the specular reflection model.
The POP and PBFA II simulations exhibit strong j x B acceleration, while experimental B-field measurements on POP show weaker compression. Large axial momentum loss is expected in the experiment that reduces the compression predicted by the 1-D model.
Comparison of the present results with the PIC simulations using MASK is inconclusive because the MASK simulations are relativistic and show 2-D effects in the main body of the plasma as well as the emission physics. Current channel widths using the 12-D fluid code are about twice as large (2.5-23.0 cm) as those seen in the PIC code ( 1.0-1.5 cm).
In future work, we hope to resolve some of the discrepancies between these and the experimental results. Effects such as electron pressure could be very important and should also be included in a complete fluid treatment of PEOS mechanics.
